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ABSTRACT: Traditional fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD) relies heavily on structural analysis of the hits bound to their
targets. Herein, we present a complementary approach based on diversity-oriented synthesis (DOS). A DOS-based fragment
collection was able to produce initial hit compounds against the target GSK3β, allow the systematic synthesis of related fragment
analogues to explore fragment-level structure−activity relationship, and finally lead to the synthesis of a more potent compound.
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Fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD) is an established
approach for generating therapeutic lead molecules.1−4

Key to the optimization process is the application of structure-
based methods to guide the synthetic decision-making of
growing fragment hits into more potent compounds.5−8

However, the strong reliance on highly resolved fragment-
target structures can be limiting. Targets that do not readily
lend themselves to structure-guided approaches provide little
recourse to FBDD.9,10 A strategy for evolving more potent
compounds from fragments that does not completely depend
on structure-based methods would be a useful tool within the
FBDD arena, making the approach more broadly applicable.
There have been recent discussions related to evolving

fragment scaffolds without structural guidance. For example,
Konrat and co-workers described a strategy for using protein
meta-analysis and ligand-based nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) techniques to generate leads against two targets
without 3D structures.11 Similarly, Viola and co-workers
reported a systematic chemistry approach to explore frag-
ment-level structure−activity relationships (SAR).12 The
development of other methods to evolve and optimize
fragments13 without structural guidance would certainly expand
the generality of the FBDD approach. Toward this goal, we
herein describe the application of diversity-oriented synthesis

(DOS) to discover and optimize fragments to the kinase
GSK3β.
DOS involves the generation of skeletal, stereochemical,

regiochemical, and appendage variations using a common
synthesis scheme.14,15 The build/couple/pair (B/C/P) strategy
in DOS was developed to guide, in a modular fashion, the
synthetic planning processes to efficiently generate diverse
compounds.16−18 This produces a broader degree of variation
in molecular structure in a set of compounds compared to
other approaches. Importantly, this molecular diversity is
produced under the aegis of one general synthesis pathway,
which significantly simplifies the synthetic planning and
development throughout the discovery and lead generation
phases. The merits of the B/C/P approach have been
demonstrated in various high-throughput screening (HTS)
applications.19−21 Here, we extend the concept of DOS toward
the application of fragment-based drug discovery (Figure 1).
A small set of 86 fragments was prepared and screened

against glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β), a serine
threonine kinase, which is aberrantly overexpressed in cancer
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and Alzheimer’s disease.22−25 These fragments were derived
from three different pathways26−28 using the DOS B/C/P
approach (Figure 2a). Accordingly the modular synthetic routes
could be exploited to generate fragment-level SAR from an
identified hit.

As shown in Figure 2b, differential scanning fluorimetry
(DSF) was used as the primary screening method for detecting
fragment binding against GSK3β. Interestingly, three com-
pounds from the same synthetic pathway (pathway III)
displayed weak thermal stabilization (ΔT) of 0.5 °C or greater
(Figure 2b).
The detailed synthesis of 1S is shown in Figure 3a.26 Here,

the build phase consisted of procuring commercially available
arylnitrofluorides and α-amino esters. The appropriate
arylnitrofluorides were then coupled with amino esters using
SNAr reactions to yield 1S′. Subsequent reduction of the nitro
group under mild conditions afforded the aniline, which
underwent concomitant cyclization (the pairing phase) to the
desired product 1S. The enantiomeric excess of compounds
produced by this synthetic pathway was verified by chiral
HPLC analysis to be greater than 95% in all cases, allowing for

activity comparison using compounds with equivalent
enantiopurity.
Based on the B/C/P pathway described above, a series of

structurally similar compounds to parent fragment 1S was
synthesized and evaluated in DSF experiments. In parallel,
using ADP-Glo assays, single-point biochemical inhibitions
were also performed to rank compounds based on their
inhibition against GSK3β (at 1 mM). As shown in Figure 3b,
fragment 1R (antipode of the initial hit 1S) showed a larger ΔT
and inhibition than the original fragment hit 1S (1.7 °C and
46% inhibition at 1 mM, Figure 3b). The variation in thermal
stabilizations and inhibitions of both fragment enantiomers
against GSK3β provided early validation of fragment binding.
Some preliminary structure−activity relationships could also

be observed from the set of piperazinone compounds
synthesized. Fused pyridyl rings to the piperazinone scaffolds
were found to stabilize GSK3β more favorably than their
phenyl counterparts. As shown in Figure 3b, both enantiomeric
compounds 4S and 4R had no measurable effect in the DSF. It
was also found that the position of the nitrogen in the pyridyl
rings affected the thermal stabilization of GSK3β. Importantly,
depending on the position of the pyridine-N, the extent of
variation in activity and thermal stabilizations of the
corresponding enantiomers was different. We hypothesize
that these regioisomers bind to GSK3β through nonidentical
binding conformations, accounting for differences in stabiliza-
tion between antipodes. Based on the qualitative DSF and point
inhibition results, fragment 1R was prioritized for further
optimization.

Figure 1. Logical chemical synthesis strategy related to the fragments
would impact optimization and modification of fragment hits.
Fragments constructed using highly modular syntheses would enable
rapid substitutions around a fragment core. Therefore, the generation
of fragment-SAR using modular fragment syntheses would aid the
fragment evolution process as a complementary approach to structure-
guided approaches.

Figure 2. (a) Three different build/couple/pair pathways leading to a
library of skeletally and stereochemically diverse fragments. (b)
Fragment hits from a DSF screening at 2.5 mM against GSK3β.
Compounds displaying a thermal shift ≥0.5 °C are shown.

Figure 3. (a) Synthesis of 1S as a representation of the B/C/P
pathway. (b) DSF and biochemical assay results of analogues of 1S. (c)
Chemical modifications on 1R to identify key binding interactions and
probe potential pocket for fragment growing. DSF assays were
performed at 2.5 mM unless otherwise indicated; biochemical assays
were performed at 1 mM.
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Pyridinyl amides are known hinge binding motifs against
kinases.29 We postulated that this interaction is also present for
fragment 1R (Figure 3c). This hypothesis was further
corroborated with the synthesis of compounds 8R and 9R.
The deletion of the amide carbonyl in 1R abolished thermal
stabilization of fragment 8R. Additionally, removal of the
hydrogen bond donor capacity by N-methylation of the amide
nitrogen (compound 9R) resulted in significantly lower
stabilization of GSK3β.
At this stage, saturation transfer difference (STD)30 and

WaterLOGSY31 NMR experiments were also performed to
validate binding of 1R. As shown in Figure 4, both ligand-based

NMR experiments show compound 1R binding unambiguously
to GSK3β, corroborating thermal shift results. With the results
in hand, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was then used
to quantitatively evaluate the equilibrium dissociation constant
(Kd) of fragment 1R. Compound 1R was found to bind to
GSK3β with Kd = 0.6 mM with a desirable ligand efficiency
(LE) of 0.37 (Figure 4c).
In an effort to evaluate the importance of the chiral center

residing in 1R, three analogues were prepared (Figure 3c).
Oxidation of 1R afforded compound 10, therefore removing
the chirality of 1R. This planar fragment resulted in diminished
activity and low thermal stability as compared to 1R.
Installation of a gem-dimethyl group produced compound 11,
which did not provide thermal shifts equivalent to 1R. This
indicated that the binding pocket cannot easily accommodate
two hydrophobic groups on both faces of the fragment. Finally,
to probe the size of the binding pocket, a larger isopropyl-
containing analogue 12R was synthesized, which showed a ΔT
of 2.3 °C (0.6 °C more stable than 1R). Given this last
observation, we concluded that the chiral center, in particular
with the R configuration, was a potential growth vector to
increase potency. Therefore, from the fragment SAR generated
at this point, we were equipped with a rational plan to evolve
the fragment into a more potent compound.
The B/C/P pathway was once again utilized to generate

analogues of 1R with larger groups from the corresponding
amino ester starting materials (optimization phase). Both

enantiomers were synthesized to provide side-by-side compar-
isons of the two stereogenic growth vectors. DSF and single-
point inhibition assays were used to evaluate their binding
interaction and inhibitory activity, respectively.
As shown in Figure 5, the binding of larger aromatic groups

was accommodated in GSK3β similarly to aliphatic groups in

compounds 1R and 12R. Interestingly, an additional hydroxyl
group on the phenyl ring (compound 14R) led to a significant
increase in potency, leading us to surmise that a larger,
electron-rich aromatic group could be tolerated. Satisfyingly,
compound 15R with an indolyl substitution resulted in a 4.5 °C
thermal stabilization when tested at 1.25 mM. Results from the
biochemical assay conducted at a single concentration (1 mM)
correlated well with the DSF results.
Finally, ITC was used to quantify the binding of 15R, the

compound that displayed the greatest thermal stabilization
against GSK3β. As shown in Figure 6a, compound 15R bound
to GSK3β with Kd = 9 μM, a greater than 60-fold improvement
in binding over 1R. Additionally, 15R was found to inhibit
GSK3β with an IC50 = 18 μM. The enantiomer 15S was also
tested and was ∼18-fold less active than 15R (IC50 = 322 μM,

Figure 4. (a) STD NMR spectrum of 1R against GSK3β. (b)
WaterLOGSY NMR spectrum of 1R against GSK3β. Both NMR
techniques further validated binding of fragment 1R against GSK3β.
(c) Using ITC, 1R was determined to bind against GSK3β with Kd =
610 μM (LE = 0.37).

Figure 5. Small set of compounds were synthesized, extending from a
growth vector identified from previous SAR. For ranking purposes,
DSF assays were performed at 1.25 mM for comparison, and point
inhibition biochemical assays were performed at 1 mM.

Figure 6. (a) ITC Kd determination of 15R against GSK3β Kd = 9.1
μM. (b) Biochemical inhibition measurements of 15R (IC50 = 18 μM)
and 15S (IC50 = 322 μM) against GSK3β. (c) IC50 measurement of
15R and 15S against CDK.
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Figure 6b), a result that is reflected by the low thermal shifts
observed by DSF.
As shown in Figure 6c, 15R demonstrates 50-fold selectivity

against GSK3β over the closely related kinase Cyclin-depend-
ent Kinase 5 (CDK5). The selectivity profile of the chiral
compound 15R against GSK3β over CDK5 is an attractive
starting point for the preparation of additional ligands with
more enhanced selectivity toward GSK3β. It is also noteworthy
that compound 15R has a low molecular weight of 278 g/mol
(LE of 0.33) and provides further synthetic growth
opportunities toward achieving greater potency.
In most FBDD efforts, X-ray analysis is performed at the

earliest stage to guide optimization chemistry. However, it was
our goal to demonstrate that the modular B/C/P chemistry
alone would be advantageous toward optimizing a fragment hit.
To corroborate the fragment growing approach, X-ray crystal
structures of GSK3β in complex with 1R and 15R were
determined.
Consistent with our SAR analysis, 1R and 15R were found to

occupy the ATP-binding site, which is at the interface between
the N-terminal β-strand domain and C-terminal α-helix
domain32,33 (see Supporting Information Figure S4). Most
interactions with 15R are contributed by the hinge region
(D133-T138) of GSK3β (Figure 7). The amide NH of 15R

makes a hydrogen bond with the backbone oxygen of D133.
The pyridyl nitrogen forms an additional hydrogen bond with
the backbone NH of V135. The structural results were
consistent with our synthetically obtained SAR studies. More
interestingly, the indole substituent is found to be off-plane to
the hinge binding region. As a result, multiple hydrophobic
interactions with residues F67 and V70 are formed,
contributing to the ∼60-fold improvement in binding potency
over the initial fragment. There is also possibility of hydrogen
bond or salt bridge formation between the indole nitrogen on
15R and the side chain of D200. However, the distance
between these two atoms is 3.4 Å, suggesting the interaction to
be weak. In contrast, the S enantiomer failed to provide these
interactions in a stereochemically matched manner, leading to
diminished affinity.
The X-ray crystal structure of the fragment hit 1R occupied

the same site as 15R (Figure 7). However, due to modest
resolution, an unambiguous placement of 1R in the electron
density was not possible. Multiple binding modes are
commonly encountered in the X-ray analysis of fragments to
targets given that they may contain other energetically similar
weak binding poses. Guided by SAR, our strategy enabled us to
generate analogues of 1R in a systematic fashion to produce a
more potent compound when a highly definitive placement of

the initial fragment hit within the binding pocket could not be
determined. Although X-ray did not guide our chemical
optimizations, we envision that our approach will also be
useful with an X-ray structure of the fragment−ligand complex
since the modular B/C/P chemistry can be used to prepare
specific analogues suggested from the structure.
In conclusion, a set of novel fragments was generated using a

DOS-driven B/C/P approach. This set of compounds was
screened against GSK3β, and from the screen the pyridyl
piperazinone fragment hit 1R (Kd = 0.6 mM) was identified. It
is noteworthy that the stereoselective binding preference of a
particular antipode of the piperazinone ring lends toward
validation of fragment binding. More importantly, the modular
synthesis allows access to different analogues of the fragment
hit, enabling quick SAR determination around the fragment.
Consequently, fragment growing was exploited through the
chiral center of 1R leading to a more potent binder 15R (Kd =
9.1 μM). Finally, both 1R and 15R were soaked against GSK3β,
and the X-ray crystal structure revealed a successful fragment
growing approach.
Based on the work described here, we contend that a

modular diversity-oriented synthetic approach toward designing
fragments is warranted. The ability to efficiently control the
modification of a fragment core would greatly assist fragment-
level SAR. This in turn expedites structure-guided FBDD and
more crucially provides a way of fragment evolution when no
target-fragment structural information is available.
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